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Meet the Musician

Matt Johnson is a pianist, composer, and teacher. His career has focused on 
recording and publishing original compositions and arrangements, while 
simultaneously serving as Music Director for churches and private teacher 
to hundreds of satisfied students. Matt’s music embraces many genres: Light 
jazz, classical and contemporary pop instrumental. He is both a highly-skilled, 
classically-trained performer—having provided concert halls and recording 
studios with his musical inspirations—and also a respected leader and teacher 
who enjoys inspiring others to fulfill their musical dreams.

Company History

Having been “signed” with a BMG distributed record label at one time, Matt 
now considers himself a “confirmed independent artist” and will continue to use 
Dolce & Nuit Productions to promote his music.

 Dolce & Nuit Productions (DNP) began in 1985 as a small independent recording, 
publishing, performance, and booking company to promote Matt’s original music.  

The company’s name was derived from Matt’s two cats: his white cat, Dolce 
(pronounced “Dole-chA”—Italian for “sweetly”) and his black cat, Nuit 
(pronounced “Nwee”—French for “night”).  Nuit was featured on the cover of “A 
Quiet Moment”, Matt’s first album which was eventually released in CD format.

The company logo is a representation of both cats sitting in a window. 
The text size in the original logo proved to be too small and unclear when 
printed, so the logo was redesigned several years later into its current version.
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Christmas Carol Medley
arr. Matt Johnson

                   2 octaves           Rating: Easy-Medium

MDNP1109 REPRODUCIBLE $19.95 $16.96

 This arrangement incorporates four familiar Christmas 
carols, presented simply … with some harmonic 

variations for interest.  The 
tune "O Tannenbaum" 
begins and ends the work, 
forming the framework 
for "Away in a Manger 
(MUELLER), "O Little 
Town of Bethlehem (ST. 
LOUIS), "It Came Upon 
the Midnight Clear", and
"The First Noel".

http://HandbellWorld.com/MDNP1109
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Night in a Manger
arr. Matt Johnson

                       3 octaves Rating: Easy-Medium

MDNP1293 REPRODUCIBLE $29.95 $25.46

This arrangement features two familiar carols “Silent 
Night” and “Away in a Manger”. At the beginning of 

the piece, the two carols 
overlap, then each has 
its own section in which 
to shine before ending in 
a similar fashion to the 
beginning.

5

http://HandbellWorld.com/MDNP1293
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Brells
by Matt Johnson

       3 octaves Rating: Medium-Advanced

HB w/ Brass Ensemble & opt Rhythm section

MDNP520689 REPRODUCIBLE $29.95 $25.46

This original work is a musical dialogue between a 
Brass ensemble and a 
Handbell choir, with an 
optional rhythm section. 
Their bantering with 
changing time signatures 
and unexpected 
harmonic choices 
ultimately produces a 
rousing opening concert 
piece. The title was 
created using letters from 
Brass and Handbells.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MDNP520689
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Handbell Processional
by Matt Johnson

        5 octaves    Rating: Medium-Advanced

MDNP400188   REPRODUCIBLE $49.95 $42.46

Intended as a dramatic musical opening for a service 
or concert, the first 16 measures may be repeated as a 
processional until all ringers are at the tables and ready 
to perform the rest of the piece. Directors are encour-

aged to make liberal use 
of doubling at the octave; 
specifically on the lyrical 
melody in the middle 
section.

7

http://HandbellWorld.com/MDNP400188
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Silent Night
arr. Matt Johnson

  3 octaves Rating: Easy

HB Solo w/ piano accompaniment

MDNP1290H REPRODUCIBLE $19.95 $16.96

This arrangement of “Silent Night” is written as a 
piano solo with optional 
handbells doubling the 
melody; however, it would 
be equally as effective as a 
handbell solo played from 
the table. The flowing 
piano part supports the 
elongated melody while 
the gentle ebb and flow 
of the tempo allows for 
interpretive freedom in 
both the piano part and 
the handbell part.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MDNP1290
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World Communion Handbells
arr. Matt Johnson

          3 octaves      Rating: Easy-Medium

HB Quartet w/ piano accompaniment

MDNP0913 REPRODUCIBLE $49.95 $33.96

This medley for handbell quartet with piano 
accompaniment contains 
the hymns “Let Us Break 
Bread Together” and 
“One Bread, One Body”. 
Using 21 bells from Bb4 
to B6, the piece was 
written to be accessible 
for beginning quartets 
with the piano providing 
the majority of the 
harmonic motion and 
rhythmic subdivisions.

9

http://HandbellWorld.com/MDNP0913
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The First Noel
arr. Matt Johnson

         3 octaves   Rating: Medium-Advanced
  

HB w/ piano accompaniment

MDNP1291 REPRODUCIBLE $19.95 $16.96

This adaptation of a favorite Christmas hymn features 
melodic handbells floating above the harmonic 

swirls of the piano. The 
original concept was to 
have a small number 
of ringers playing the 
piece from memory as 
they gathered around 
the piano, for a more 
intimate and visually 
appealing presentation. 
Bell assignments for 6 
ringers are given in the 
composer’s notes. A 
piano solo arrangement 
is included as a separate 

pull-out.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MDNP1291
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Every Time I Feel the Spirit
arr. Matt Johnson

   3 octaves        Rating: Easy-Medium

MDNP0414 REPRODUCIBLE $19.95 $16.96

The traditional spiritual is given a contemporary, slow 
swing treatment in this arrangement for 8 ringers. 
Suggested bell assignments are given in the composer’s 
notes. Syncopated rhythms, unusual harmonies, and 

the use of martellatos, 
martellato lifts, and 
shakes make this a fun 
arrangement for ringers 
and audiences alike.

http://HandbellWorld.com/MDNP0414
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Surprise Postlude
by Matt Johnson

  3 octaves Rating: Easy

MDNP810591 REPRODUCIBLE $9.95 $8.46

This conceptual musical work uses ‘hidden’ handbells 
to surprise listeners and is most effective at times when 

handbells are unexpected. 
Eight or more ringers may 
participate. No director 
is needed to conduct so 
there is no visual spoiler. 
The rhythms and/or 
pitches may be changed 
as needed for each 
performance.

Singing Bell Stick- 1” diameter #4021 $7.95

Singing Bell Stick- 1¼” diameter #4022 $7.95

TruTimbre Singing Bell Stick 
jump right into one of the newest trends in handbells • made 
from durable hardwood • capped with a comfortable plastic 

hand grip • unfinished to allow “customization” (may be sanded 
to remove grooves or dampened with water to raise grain) 

SINGING BELL STICKS

http://HandbellWorld.com/MDNP810591
https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=16801#


STOCK # TITLE LEVEL/RATING OCT. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION COMP/ARR QTY RETAIL 
PRICE

JEFFERS 
PRICE

TOTAL 
PRICE

MDNP1109 Christmas Carol Medley Easy-Med 2 REPRODUCIBLE Johnson $19.95 $16.96
MDNP1293 Night In a Manger Easy-Med 3 REPRODUCIBLE Johnson $29.95 $25.46

MDNP520689 Brells Med-Adv 3 w/ Brass Ens. & opt Perc.; 
REPRODUCIBLE

Johnson $29.95 $25.46

MDNP400188 Handbell Processional Med-Adv 5 REPRODUCIBLE Johnson $49.95 $42.46
MDNP1290H Silent Night Easy 3 HB Solo w/ Piano; RE-

PRODUCIBLE
Johnson $19.95 $16.96

MDNP0913 World Communion 
Handbells

Easy-Med 3 Quartet w/ Piano; RE-
PRODUCIBLE

Johnson $39.95 $33.96

MDNP1291 The First Noel Med-Adv 3 HB Ens. w/ Piano; RE-
PRODUCIBLE

Johnson $19.95 $16.96

MDNP0414 Every Time I Feel the 
Spirit

Easy-Med 3 HB Ens.; REPRODUC-
IBLE

Johnson $19.95 $16.96

MDNP810591 Surprise Postlude Easy 3 REPRODUCIBLE Johnson $9.95 $8.46
TOTAL

All prices in this scorebook are subject to change without notice. Jeffers Handbell Supply is not responsible for 
typographical errors. Prices do not include shipping charges or applicable sales tax.

PO Box 1728 • Irmo, SC 29063-1728
(803)781-0555 •  1-800-547-2355 • Fax: (803) 781-3020

email: support@jhsbell.com • HandbellWorld.com

Order Form

Seiko DM-51 Metronome- Black #1595 $34.95
Seiko DM-51 Metronome- Silver #1594 $34.95

Seiko DM-51 Clip-On Metronome  
clip-on design • attaches almost anywhere • 
compact • loud, clear sound • dial-style volume 
control • high contrast LCD display & flashing 
LED lights • clock display when off • Tempo 
Range: 30-250 (221 Steps), Beat: 0-7

Wittner Quartz Metronome  
tempo selections from 40-208 bpm • light 
only or light/sound indicators • 440 tone 
generation for tuning and headphones • 

runs on 9V battery (not included)

Click to visit HandbellWorld.com

METRONOMES

Wittner Metronome #1590$36.50

Looking for more resources?

http://HandbellWorld.com
http://www.handbellworld.com
http:// HandbellWorld.com
https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=9822#
https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=15507#
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